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ABSTRACT

This study aims to determine the quality of the adaptive test chemical in SMK is being developed. Chemical adaptive test
is a test used to measure the ability of learning chemistry on vocational high school. The approach used in this study is a
survey approach. Population of The study includes adaptive test package chemistry SMK Textiles and student responses
to test items. Adaptive test chemical that was developed using the test system completely wrong on the grounds. The
subjects of this study were 1021 vocational students Texmaco Semarang. item test is analysed using item response theory
models. Model partial credit model is a polytomouss model of IRT that follow the pattern of Rasch. When we assume that
an item follow the pattern of partial credit then the trait/ability higher individuals are expected to have higher scores than
an individual who has the low trait/ability. The results using the winstep program shows that the requirement
unidimensionality about adaptive test chemical SMK fulfilled this case because it has raw variance equal to 32.6 %, this
shows that the 20 % minimum requirement has been met. Results of the person reliability of 0.89 with a good category.
Reliability item about 0.99 with a special category. Andrich threshold for chemistry adaptive tests measure moves ranging
from none , -1.43 , -1.29 to 2.72 sequentially move this means that the gradation sequence assessment guidelines for
assessors are valid.
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INTRODUCTION
Adaptive chemistry for students vocational high
school

Vocational High School is a high school that
aims to prepare graduates who are intelligent, ready to
work, and competitive. To prepare course conducted
diverse learning activities. Starting from the productive
or vocational learning as the basis, the normative adaptive learning as a supporter , and extracurricular
activities as a means to channel the interests and talents
of students.
Productive or vocational learning has a large
proportion of the teaching and learning activities in
vocational, for at least three days a week or 18 hours of
lessons with the assumption that every hour lesson is 45
minutes. This learning tailored to the majors where
students are, could be in the laboratory or classroom.
SMK majors textiles for the samples in the learning
experiments conducted in the laboratory of textiles,
factory direct, and in the classroom.

An adaptive Chemistry aim to support
productive learning that has been obtained by students in
each department is one adaptive lesson in SMK.
Chemical presence as adaptive materials in SMK should
be placed at the actual path, the chemical as adaptive
underlies material productive thought patterns
(Suwahono, budiyono and Prodjo, 2015), this means that
existing chemical learning must be tailored to productive
learning. The need for standardized gauges is needed by
teachers of chemistry field. This is the starting point of
research and development of chemical measurement
tools adaptive.
Partial Credit Model (PCM)
In the Item response theory (IRT), the
measurement model differentiated by category of
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response and the number of parameter items that were
included in the model . Based on the response categories
IRT measurement model can be divided into
dichotomous IRT models and models IRT polytomous.
Dichotomous IRT models used in its test item has two
response categories. While polytomous IRT models used
in its test items have more than two response categories.
This study uses a polytomous models for items in
measuring devices developed using two categories of
response categories and four categories of response.
Dichotomous response obtained from the response to the
correct one testier derived from structured reason
answered by testier.
This model is commonly used in typical
performance test. Currently working on a test sheet and
the chemical generic skills observer observation results
when filling the observation sheet generic skills
chemistry. Politomous response obtained from the testee
phase of reasons generic skills test sheets chemistry (see
figure.1).

dichotomy item contains only one item location
parameter is then developed by describing the
location of items into categories. This development
is called the characteristic function (operating
characteristic functions/OCF), which is defined by
the following equation ( Engelhard, 2005).

Description;
= individual trait levels (location of individual
trait on the latent trait continuum)
= item location parameter (indicates the
probability of obtaining a score of 0 and 1
each)
OCF became the prototype development for item
politomi Rasch model . If i was item politomi by
category score, 0 , 1 , 2 ... , m_i , then the
probability of individual n score x on item i that will
be described in Category Response Function (CRF)
was realized in the following equation;

Figure. 1 The stage of completion in a matter of generic
skills test chemical

Description;
= individual trait levels ( location of individual
trait on the latent trait continuum )

According to the stage of completion of item, this
research politomi models used is Partial Credit Model
(PCM). Partial credit can be given to measures that could
be addressed by individuals. Model PCM is suitable to be
worn on the research conducted. This relates to a matter
that will be used requiring phase identification of
problems until a final solution ( Masters & Wright, 1984,
Embretson & Reise, 2000) .
PCM was originally developed to analyze the test
items that require multiple steps to completion. PCM is
the development of Model 1-PL and into the family of
Rasch model. Model simple dichotomy in the Rasch
model is a special case of PCM. The analytical results
indicate PCM certainly fit with the data fit well in the
model dichotomy (Wu and Adams, 2007). Model
dichotomy and PCM can be said mixture in a single
analysis.
1. Equation
PCM is a development of the Rasch model item
dichotomy applied to items politomi. Rasch Model

= the intersection of the lines between
categories (j) in point ( i)
Equation above can be elaborated based on the
number of categories in items. For example a scales
having a category 3 with a score of 0.1, and 2. Then
we get categories (j) as many as 3 equation that the
probability of individuals in each category
Probability in category 0

Probability in category 1

Probability in category 2
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categories have the same probability to be
selected by the associated trait level (Linacre
1998,2012).
Because it is the intersection of two lines
categories , then it will be easier to interpret δij
if seen directly in the item characteristic curve (
curve characteristics item / ICC ) . Shown in
Figure 8 there are two points of intersection
between the lines , namely line category 0 and
category 1 characterized by δij and the
intersection between the lines, namely line
category 0 and category 1 characterized by δi2.

Probability category 0 look number 1 in the
denominator. This is because the PCM requires the
following equation,

a) Graph of PCM

Figure 2. Graph of OCF and CRF
b) Interpret parameters δij
A lot of the terminology used to describe
stage δij among other parameters (step
parameters), difficulty stages (step Difficulties
item) or intersection category (category
intersections) (du Toit, 2003). δij shows the
probability of the meeting point of two lines in
the item category. The above equation shows
the probability of an individual in response to
the stage category x mi represents the
difference between the level of the trait (Ɵ) and
parameter intersection category (δij). In other
words, the intersection of parameter categories
can be considered as the level of difficulty
associated with the transition phase from one
category to the next, and there are difficulties
steps mi (junction) for items with mi + 1
category of answers (Embretson & Reise,
2000). It should be noted that the value δij not
always have to be sequential in point i as a
relative magnitude of the two probabilities
which is nearby. Further, when for example the
individual probabilities Pi1 (Ɵ) and PI2 (Ɵ) is
the same, the values δij also be the same
(Tatsuoka, 1996).
δij can also be interpreted as the point at
which the latent trait scale successive two
categories of response curves intersect so called
crossroads category (category response curves
intersect). δij is the point where the two

Figure 3. scale stage of completion of item
On the other hand δij not indicate the level of
difficulty for success in the second phase or to
achieve a score of 2, but rather shows the item
difficulty for the second phase independent with
earlier stages (Wu and Adams, 2007). In PCM
all items are considered to have equal slopes on
all categories that these terms appear in the
discussion of the PCM. δij in this model does
not show the individual has a probability of 0:50
in response to the threshold of the above
categories as well as the parameters bij did in
the GRM, but rather indicates the relative degree
of difficulty at each stage. δij more indicates the
position where the latent trait continuum
intersecting response categories so that
individual traits are more likely to later stages
than the previous stage.
If we are forced to interpret δij as item difficulty
level then how to interpret it is as follows. To δij
based on Figure 8 we found that individuals who
have high levels of abilitas under δij has a high
probability to choose a category 0 compared
with the category 1 (Wu and Adams, 2007).
c) Pure Score estimate
PCM also provides a procedure for estimating
the score of expectation or pure scores
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associated with item response. The equation
used is as follows;

Description
χ = score item
Px(Ɵ)= Probility particular trait level in response to
item

Figure 5. unidimensionality result
From the table issued by Winstep on raw variance is
explained by measure is 32.6 % the price is above
the limit of 20 % defined feasible measurement
system developed for use because it only measures
the ability of a chemical as adaptive materials in
vocational high school.
b. Testing items fit
An item said to be fit if infit mean square value is in
the range of 0.70 and 1.80 (Adams and Khoo,
1993). Testing of the items fit gives information
about which items that do not fit, so it should not be
used in further analysis. From the test results
obtained using software Winstep results;

As with other Rasch model, armed with raw scores
we've been able to estimate the pure scores.
Individuals who have the same raw score will be
located at the level of the same trait. The challenge
is that all items should have the same relationship
with the underlying latent trait. In practice, this
challenge is difficult to achieve.
Subjects and populations
The subjects used in this study are vocational
students texmaco located in the border region
Semarang Kendal. The number of participants in
this study a number of 1058 participants
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Result Measuring Chemical adaptive Testing Using
PCM
In this test case the test results obtained fit , testing
of the model fit, fit item and estimate the parameters of
each item. Here are the results of testing the model fit, fit
item and estimate the parameters of each item. Testing of
the model fit in the IRT is composed of 2 forms of person
fit testing and test fit items
a. unidimensionality.
Unidimensionality is an important measure that
states the instruments developed can measure what
should be measured, the results issued by Winstepin
figure 5.

Figure 6. measurement result of item measure
Based fig 6 issued by Winstep software, of the
35 items tested are known;
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a)

Outlier items using Mean size and S.D ;
0.98 + 0.24 = 1.22 then the item numbers
20, 21, 13 and 12 is a misfit items or
outliers,
b) Mean square ( MNSQ ) received 0.5 <
MNSQ < 1.5, the number 12 with a value of
1.59
c) Point Correlation measure ( Pt Mean corr )
0.4 to item number 12 could not be
concluded item number 12 items outlier.
But if used measure of adams and Khoo
then the item number 12 is acceptable.

c.

Figure 8. Andrich threshold result
CONCLUSION
The results using the winstep program shows
that the requirement unidimensionality about adaptive
test chemical SMK fulfilled this case because it has raw
variance equal to 32.6 %, this shows that the 20 %
minimum requirement has been met. Results of the
person reliability of 0.89 with a good category.
Reliability item about 0.99 with a special category.
Andrich threshold for chemistry adaptive tests measure
moves ranging from none, -1.43, -1.29 to 2.72
sequentially move this means that the gradation
sequence assessment guidelines for assessors are valid.

Item reliability and Person reliability
Reliability item and the person is a hallmark of
IRT in which the reliability of items and
reliability of person there is no relationship, the
results returned by Winstep in figure 7.
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